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how does tourism in a community impact the quality of life - 1 introduction once a community becomes a tourist
destination the lives of residents in that community become affected by tourism activities jurowski uysal williams 1997 over
the past several decades interest in tourism as a tool for regional economic development has grown dramatically, securing
land tenure and property rights for stability and - overview around the world millions of people communities and
businesses lack clear secure rights to the land resources and property they use occupy and depend on for individual
livelihoods and community stability, eco tourism in hong kong its potential and limitations - abstract there is perhaps no
other city in the world resembling hong kong it occupies a very small area of only about 1100 km 2 but has a large
population of over 7 million and is well known for its urban landscape with high rise and high density development it is often
assumed that hong kong has few natural resources of its own yet it has more species of animals and plants than the
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